A study of variance in measurements of tank-treading frequency in populations of normal human red cells.
The statistical variance in rheoscopic measurements of tank-treading frequency ( TTF ) of normal human red cells has been investigated and the sources of this variance analyzed. Experiments were designed to expose the influence of donor, the stability of a donor's cells over a 2-month period, storage time from venipuncture to testing, cell age, applied shear rate and variations in the rheoscope gap due to trial-to-trial manipulation. The results show that the TTF varies linearly with applied shear rate within the range 20 to 180 s-1 and is strongly dependent on cell age. The slope of the TTF characteristic is not significantly different in cells taken from different, but hematologically normal adults nor does it change significantly over time in a particular donor. TTF measurements may be useful in distinguishing rheologically abnormal cell populations which differ from normal cells by at least 10%.